
                                              SAINT JOHN’S ACADEMY, PRAYAGRAJ

                                 WINTER HOLIDAY HOMEWORK (2023-2024)

   CLASS-NURSERY - SEC                                                            SUBJECT- ENGLISH

   NAME                                                       ROLL NO                      ADM.NO.

 1. Match both the letters with the correct picture .

                            W                                      1.                                      b                                                                    

                             B                                        2.                                 d

                            D                                         3.                                 h

                            h                                          4.                             w

2 .  Colour the correct picture for the given letters.

   1)   A a                                                  

   2)   S s                              

    3)  O o                              

    4) R r                               



3. Join the dots and colour the picture : 

                                      

4. Find the words below in the word search puzzle : 

he                  or                                is                              on

        if                          up                                        at

                            

5. Draw or paste the pictures for following alphabets
:

F

K

T

G



6. Let’s help the mouse to reach the cookie jar : 

   

7 .  Colour the pictures according to the instructions given below : 

***

A – Yellow

E – Blue

I – Red

O = Green

U - Purple



E.V.S

1) Colour the circle with Green colour for Vegetables and with red colour for
fruits :-

 
           
            

 
             

  
            

  
            

  

            

 
         
         

  
           
                       

2) Colour the Wild animals with yellow and Farm animals with blue :-

                                                                                        
              

                                                  

3) Help the astronaut get to the moon :-

       



4) Count the petals on each flower in the garden . Then colour the flowers 
according the given number key :-
                 

                                    COLOUR KEY
 4 - Red         5 - Green             6 - Blue             8 - Orange 

    

          

5) Colour the fruits and circle your favourite fruit:-
  



6) Circle the 7 differences between given pictures :-

    

7)  Circle and colour only the Water animals :-
        
       

     

         
***



SUBJECT : MATHS

1) Write the missing numbers :-

2) Subtract the following :-

 



3) Count, add and circle the correct number from the options given in each of 
the following:-

4) Write the numbers that come before and after the given number in each of 
the following :-

                 

3 4 5

2 3 4

7 8 9

6 7 8



5) Colour the picture according to the given  number key :-

  

6) Count and colour the correct number of objects :-

   

   



7) Draw the flowers for the given number names :-

                                 

8) Count and write the correct number of objects :-

***


